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Hg February Highlights
Welcome to Hg’s monthly digest, designed to keep you updated with news from
Hg and our network of portfolio companies. The newsletter can also be found
on our website. If you would like to subscribe, please email us.
Alternatively, follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn!

Comply and Thrive:
Unlocking the benefits of
compliance solutions
Hg's Thorsten Toepfer describes how, over the
past 10 years, compliance has become an
increasingly important and closely monitored
function of business. Read more

Bending the "cost vs care" curve
Hg’s Philippe Houssiau and David Issott discuss
the ever more impactful role that technology is
taking in enabling sustainable global healthcare
systems. Watch our film
Hg News

Hg named #1 PE Investor in IT:
Pitchbook
We're in great company as the top 5 includes TA Associates,
Vista Equity Partners, Insight Venture Partners and Thoma Bravo.
Read more

Hg welcomes our new Head of
Portfolio Talent
Elizabeth Wallace will ensure outstanding executive talent
continues to be hired and supported across the Hg portfolio.
Read more

Hg wins UK Firm of the Year: PEI
A very busy 2018 recognised by the Private Equity International
Awards, as Hg wins the 'Firm of the Year in the UK' award.
Read more

Our Thinking

Vive la révolution
Hg’s David Issott was interviewed by HealthInvestor UK about a
shift in healthcare funding which will improve patient outcomes,
benefit society and create new opportunities for healthcare tech
businesses. Read more

The staggering growth of AWS
CHART OF THE MONTH:
Hg's Director of Research, David Toms, shows how Amazon Web
Services has created an entirely new category of business.
See the chart

Case study: Medifox
"We look forward to leveraging Hg’s experience and track record
in working with software and healthcare companies to further
strengthen and expand MediFox’s position, as we continue our
journey towards further growth." Read more

Portfolio News

STP invests in WBDat Wirtschaftsund Brancheendaten
Germany's champion in insolvency software, has acquired the
Cologne-based bankruptcy reporting firm. Read more

Visma acquires Roxit
By acquiring Roxit, Visma continues its advancement in the
Netherlands, with now around €285m in revenue and over 2,000
employees in this highly strategic region, strengthening its
leadership in the European market. Read more

Sovos recognised as a world leader
"Consider Sovos when you are looking for a sophisticated cloud
tax software capable of supporting large multinational tax and einvoicing regulatory demands." Read more

